
16.  The word “do” in Philippians 2:14 is in the present tense emphasizing

what?

17.  The word, “murmuring” means a complaint expressed in what kind

of an attitude?

18.  Disputing means what?

19.  Few sins are uglier to God than what?

20.  The most complaining group of people, generally speaking, are

whom?

21.  What do you ruin when you go around grumbling and complaining?

22.  When Paul uses the term “Gentiles” he is referring to whom?

23.  Paul tells us to not walk like those who what?

24.  The first thing Paul says is we should not be negative so we may

become what?

25.  We are exhorted to grow in what?

26.  Are you simply satisfied to be a child of God?

27.  We are to be the kind of children of God which reflect what?

28.  The word, “blameless” refers to what?

29.  The second word, “pure” refers to what?

30.  God saves us and leaves us in the world so that, as we are sanctified,

we stand out in contrast to the world and so we can do what?

31.  When you get shafted, what is the natural tendency?

32.  Whom should we imitate?

33.  The word “lights” is the word for what?

34.  According to Ephesians 5:8 we are to walk as what?

35.  As you look at your life, do you go around complaining and

griping?

36.  Do you have a good platform from which you can speak forth the

word of life?

37.  As we move from verse 15 to 16 Paul transitions from personality

to what?

38.  What do you send if your life doesn’t support your message?

39.  Hein said: “Show me your redeemed life and I might believe in

what?

40.  The word of God:

a.  Gives spiritual _____________________.

b.  S____________________ spiritual life.

c.  I_____________________ spiritual life.

41.  Why should you do all things without murmuring and disputing?

a.  So you can grow into being all that you ought to be as a

_________ of God.

b.  So you can stand out as ____________________ in the

midst of a dark world.

c.  So you can hold out the ____________ of God to those who

see the difference in your life.

d.  So your spiritual ___________________ can rejoice in the

day of Christ.

42.  Was it enough for Paul that the Philippian believers were saved?

43.  Paul wanted the believers to grow into what?

44.  Paul wanted the believers to become what?



45.  Paul wanted the believers to be without what?

46.  Paul wanted the believers to shine as a bright contrast to what?

47.  Paul wanted the believers to hold forth what to others around them?

48.  Do you have the same desires that Paul had, and Pastor Bryan has?

49.  Fill in the blanks: “The purpose of Grace Bible Church is to

________________ God by being and making _________________.  We

stress the importance of ____________ believer being a positive witness

for Jesus Christ in ______________________ and in _____________.

A major dimension of this emphasis is a love for __________________

demonstrated by a commitment to engage in acts of service for others.”

50.  Is that where your heart is at?

 

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently apply the

divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians 2:12-13; I Timothy 4:7-

9; James 1:22-27).  As you meditate on this message, ask yourself these

questions:

¼How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?

¼How can I accomplish this change?

¼What is the first step toward bringing about this change?

 (A Cassette Tape of This Sermon is Available.  Order Forms are

located in the foyer of the church in the middle entrance)

OUR PURPOSE: OUTREACH

Philippians 2:14-16

  

  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning and

deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon “Our

Purpose: Outreach”.  All of the questions are answered as the sermon

is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to spiritual growth.

1.  Why should we have biblical goals for our lives?

2.  The purpose of Grace Bible Church is to do what?

3.  Our responsibility to God is to what?

4.  Our responsibility to Christians is what?

5.  Our responsibility to the world is what?

6.  According to Philippians 2:15-16, we do what in the world?

7.  What forms the platform from which we speak about Christ?

8.  Does your life back up what you say that you believe?

9.  What should follow “shining as lights in the world”?

10.  What you are gives credibility to what?

11.  What is one of the ways we shine as lights in the world?

12.  What kind of society/culture do we live in?



13.  No matter which way things go in life people seem to always find a

reason to do what?

14.  Paul says that we live in the midst of what kind of generation?

15.  Everything we do should be done without what?
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